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Grimoire
F O R E W A R D
I present to you the Fall 1998 issue of Grimoire with a mixture of relief and 
enthusiasm. The former emotion arises from the newly-acquired understanding 
of what it really takes to bottle the creativity and vibrance of the young mind 
and present it in sixty-four neatly fashioned pages. The latter wave of 
enthusiasm comes from a sense of awe in the abundant artistic capabilities here 
encompassed. I sincerely hope that this issue of Grimoire will inspire you to 
create, challenge you to think, and offer you an escape. American poet Emily 
Dickinson wrote “there is no frigate like a book to take us lands away/ Nor any 
courses like a page of prancing poetry.” The swirl of paperwork and deadlines 
that pervades our lives can often obscure the need for introspection and self- 
expression.
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Welcome Mat
Sometimes the wind 
Howls through 
With a rustling trail of leaves 
Sometimes the snow 
Slides in and soaks the carpet 
Pure and white and soon melted 
The sun will shine in 
Usually, a thin corridor 
O f heat
The elements have here a 
Blank canvas 
Without the burden of 
Even one footprint 
When a storm comes 
The teacups rattle 
The tea is cooled and reheated 
By the sun
The clean carpet is covered with 
Fallen branches 
And I'm still sitting there 
Waiting for company
Nick Scorza
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S e x
When my wife, Kaitlin, waved a sheet of paper at me after the kids had left 
the table, I wiped my mouth and hands then took the seat next to her. She 
handed me the form and I waited for an explanation, but she offered none. The 
letter was from my son Jason's school.
Dear Parents,
We wish to inform you that on April 23 there will be a guest speaker 
visiting your son's/daughter's classroom to give them an introductory lesson 
on human sexuality.
I looked up at Kaitlin, her partial smile showed her unease. I had seen this 
smile many times - when she caught Jason stealing a pack of gum from Wawa; 
when I told her she didn't look fat when she was as big as a house with May.
"Well?" she said.
"Well," I said.
"He's only in third grade, Jon. He's only eight years old, he doesn't need to 
know about that stuff."
"Kate. Hun, the whole class is going to hear this talk."
"He's only in third grade."
"I know, but the school thinks that they should learn about this now. It's 
never too early," I said. "Better too soon than too late."
"Too late?"
"You know what I mean."
Kate paused for a second and looked into my eyes. Kaitlin had always had 
trouble letting our kids grow up. She had breast fed both Jason and May until 
their third birthdays and when she brought them to Kindergarten for their first 
day, it was Kaitlin who started to cry. "Jon, I don't understand why they're 
going to teach our son about...that."
"Sex, Kate, they're going to teach him about sex," I said. "But, you do have a 
point. I shouldn't let Jason go in there unprepared."
"Are you going to talk to him?"
"We could both talk to him."
"No, no, this is a male thing. You talk to him. He'll feel more comfortable."
I had expected this answer and accepted it before she’d said it. I looked back 
down at the letter. There was a note at the bottom explaining that if any parents 
didn't want their child to participate they would be excluded from the 
presentation on request.
"Third grade," my wife muttered.
Without looking up from the letter I said, "You know, I got my first sex talk 
in third grade."
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That Friday night, after I had come in from playing man-hunt my mother 
told me she wanted to talk to me in their bedroom. I followed my mother up 
the stairs and around the railing, slowly sliding my hand in front of me in little 
spurts as I moved. She opened their door and held it for me as I passed. Their 
room had an unusual smell that I had grown used to, something of a 
combination of baby powder and old books. I later learned that this was just the 
smell of my parents. My mother closed the door behind me.
"Jon, it's time we had a talk. That note I found in your pocket earlier 
surprised your father and I, but we're not upset. But we decided that it's time we 
told you about sex."
Just hearing that word come out of my mother's mouth made my stomach 
flutter. My eyes grew watery and I could feel my palms start to sweat within my 
pockets.
"Sit up on the bed. There's a book I want to show you." I climbed up on 
their master bed; it made a familiar creak as I leaned against the headboard.
That monstrous bed, where my brothers and sister and I had staged so many 
wrestling matches while my parents were out. Where I had proclaimed myself 
king of the mountain and pushed anyone off who tried to challenge me. Where 
my siblings and I had lain, eating ice cream while watching the Dukes of 
Hazard on our parents’ mini-TV (the only one with a remote in the house). 
Where I had sat those many nights recently talking to Nicole on the phone, 
feeling my erection through my pants. And where I now sat looking down at 
drawings of naked men and women having "intercourse." This was just one of 
the many words my mother now made me familiar with: genitalia, fallopian 
tube, menstruation. My mother's explanation continued for what seemed like 
an eternity. I could feel her gaze turn towards me from the book, but I kept my 
head down and my eyes on the diagrams. She explained how intercourse took 
place between a man and a woman who were in love and married. I nodded my 
head at these comments.
"Jon, do you have any questions?"
I shook my head, then looked up at her for the first time since we'd sat down. 
"No, mom."
Kaitlin and I met in college. We were both heavily intoxicated at a frat party 
the spring of our sophomore year and ended hooking up together. After 
dancing together and waiting in the keg line to get her another beer she asked 
me to walk her back to her dorm room. When I returned the next day, 
hungover, to retrieve my jacket, I had to use the floor directory to remember her 
name. After forgoing the usual embarrassment of seeing the person you 
drunkenly swapped saliva with the night before, I grabbed my jacket and headed 
towards the door. Right as I was about to open the door, from behind me she 
said, "You're a pretty lousy dancer."
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I froze. I slowly removed my hand from the door knob and turned to look at 
her. At a loss, all I could think to say was, "So are you."
"I know. That's why I was dancing with you. You make me look good." I 
was stunned. Who was this Kaitlin D. who lived in room 123, and why the hell 
was she insulting me?
"Luckily you can kiss better than you can dance." And with that she walked 
over and handed me a small piece of paper that was neatly folded in two.
"Bye," she said.
I walked out into the hallway and opened the piece of paper. In dark black 
ink with all sorts of swirls and tails was her name with her phone number 
underneath.
I called her the following Friday and we arranged to meet at a party. We got 
drunk again, danced and ended up back at her dorm room. But, instead of 
returning to my room later that night, we both slept on her sofa. My legs were 
hanging off and my balls began to ache but I was able to sleep. The following 
morning she had a cup of coffee for me when I awoke.
This pattern continued for a little while until I found myself spending a 
couple weeknights on her sofa and then most nights in her bed. Kaitlin was a 
special-Ed major and I found that we had many things in common. I was an 
English major and also wanted to teach. But, what made us click were our 
differences. I loved her guided tours of the city I so loathed. And she loved the 
long hikes I would take her on in the nearby state park. She couldn't get over 
the fact that I knew the name of the flourescent orange fungus that was growing 
out of the sides of logs and that the bubbles of air that came up in the lake so 
often were actually methane gas produced by the decomposing leaves on the 
lake's bottom. Our differences complemented each other well. By the time the 
school year ended we both knew we had found something special. That 
summer I met her family and spent many weekends on their sofa-bed.
Coming home from school that Friday, I'm not afraid to say, there was a bit 
of a spring in my step. It was a beautiful day, spring was finally upon us and 
even though I was a little chilly I had tied my jean jacket around my waist. The 
sun had returned from its long slumber and it felt good on my arms and face. I 
unclipped my green plaid tie and shoved it in my pocket. The weekend had 
officially started, and I felt as if I was walking on the puffy white clouds that 
floated high above my head. I entered my house, kicked off my docksiders, and 
ran towards the stairs. I had only made it to the first landing when I heard my 
mother's voice.
"Jon, Jon," she called. I slowly slinked down the steps backwards, letting my 
feet slide off each step and onto the next with a thud.
"Jon."
"Yeah, mom," I said as she emerged from the kitchen.
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"Jonathan, there's something I need to talk to you about, in the basement." 
That's when I knew something was wrong, just as every child knows when his 
mother uses his full name. The basement? What's in the basement, I thought. 
Had I hidden something I'd broken down there? I couldn't think of what she 
had possibly caught me on this time and that made the trip down into the dark, 
damp basement all the more nerve-wracking. I let my feet slide off the last step 
onto the concrete floor in an attempt to regain my composure. The cold of the 
basement floor quickly penetrated my socks, and, as I rounded the furnace and 
saw my mother holding up a pair of my green school pants, my knees began to 
shake. I thought it strange how lifeless my pants looked hanging there from her 
hands, but as she reached into the right pocket, I felt her reaching into the 
innards of my soul.
"I found this in your pocket," she said as she pulled out a small crumpled 
piece of paper. That's when my heart stopped, my lungs seized, and my head 
filled with that internal feedback that one only hears in extreme quiet. That 
piece of paper had been torn from Nicole Tocci's marble copybook, folded into a 
neat little square, handed to Patty Cells, and passed to me as we changed classes 
Wednesday. I hadn't looked at it until I was on my way home. I had read it, 
quickly crumpled it up, and placed it back in my pocket. Then I had stopped 
walking, looked behind me, removed it, and read it again. I remember the 
strange combination of nervousness and arousal that I felt and then the slow 
hardening of my penis. I had adjusted myself through my pocket and continued 
on my way home. By the time I had reached my house my boner was all but 
gone, and I ran up the stairs eager to get outside and play some football. So 
eager that I had whipped off my pants and thrown them into the hamper 
without removing the note. The note that my mother now held in her hand 
before me.
That night, while preparing for bed, Kaitlin inquired about my plan of action. 
I finished brushing my teeth and answered her. "I don't know. I thought I'd buy 
one of those instructional books and read it with him."
"A book. That's your plan - read him a book?"
"Well, do you have a better idea?" She didn't. Kaitlin is a good wife and 
mother but at times she can worry a little too much. Granted, I wasn't too sure 
how I should handle this talk, but I wasn't losing hair over it. My mother had 
done all right by me, and I was confident I'd do all right by Jason. This is 
another point of divergence between my wife and me. I am an outright 
optimist. Kaitlin, on the other hand, is not a pessimist, but she's definitely a 
worrier. When we first started dating, another difference between us was sex. 
Kaitlin was a virgin; I had passed from those ranks some four years earlier. This 
wasn't a problem for us, though. I wasn't a sex-fiend or an asshole, so I
patiently waited. I knew she was worth the wait, and, as history shows, I am all 
the wiser for it.
When Kaitlin and I made love for the first time, I was as timid as she. I felt 
as if somehow in the year since I'd last had sex I had gained my own virginity 
back. The motions seemed strange and foreign, and I was so worried that I was 
hurting her that I didn’t enjoy it that much. When we finished, to her surprise 
and my relief, she said that it hadn't hurt and that it actually felt good. Over the 
next few months our promise [to not just have sex when we messed around] 
resulted as all such promises do; we had sex practically every night we were 
together. Now, when I say sex I mean that we had intercourse until I came and 
stopped soon after. Kaitlin's orgasms were few and far between, and seemed an 
almost unreachable goal. This problem was, as she explained, one of worrying. 
Latex protection was not enough to ease her mind, and so no matter how hard 
she tried (and I tried) she couldn't relax enough to fully enjoy the experience. I 
tell you this only to illustrate that my wife's a worrier and when it comes to sex 
she worries all the more.
"Jon, you really had your first sex talk in third grade?" Kaitlin asked. She 
rolled over and looked at me through the darkness.
"Yes, Kate."
"Well, you didn't turn out that screwed up. Maybe there's hope for Jason."
Kaitlin and I made love that night.
That Friday night we had pizza, as we did every Friday night. My brothers, 
Matt and Sean, sat in their usual seats across the table from me; my sister, 
Maria, sat to the left of me; my mother at my right and my father at the far end. 
The boxes of pizza sat in the center of the table, and five hungry hands grabbed 
at slices. I say five because to describe my hand as hungry would be a lie. My 
stomach was tied in a hundred knots. Every bite I took was pure torture. My 
insides were so tight that I could feel each swallow make its slow, laborious 
journey down my esophagus. I felt like a snake who had just eaten an ostrich 
egg and everyone could see the outline of its slow progress through my body. 
And this was when I could swallow. Some bites entered my mouth and stayed 
there being chewed back and forth, lacking the necessary saliva to wash them 
down. I was forced to flush these bites down with a swallow of powdered milk 
(Yes, my family drank powdered milk).
The noise of those labored swallows were all that came from me that night. 
Conversation proceeded almost as usual. My siblings shared tidbits about their 
day, my father complained about a problem at work and my mother reminded 
us of the weekend's activities. But between these conversations there were 
silences, uncomfortable silences. Silences where my input would likely have 
fallen, but not on that night, not with my mother knowing what she knew. Not 
with her eyes - that I knew fell on my lowered brow and studied my every move,
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glaring at me. We Koehlers have known a few awkward dinner moments, but 
none were filled with such shame and embarrassment for me as that night. My 
older brother Matt was the object of the most notable of these other instances. 
One night at dinner Matt, eleven at the time, innocently mentioned the strange 
noises that had woken him up the night before.
"I don't know what it was. It sounded like an animal or something." 
Clueless, I listened with interest.
"It was really late, around one in the morning. I got out of bed and opened 
my door but I couldn't tell where the noises were coming from. Maybe the 
attic." I looked at my dad, then my mom, waiting for enlightenment. Nothing 
could have prepared me, or Matt for that sake, for what my mother said next:
"Matt, that was your father and I making love." I looked at my mother then 
quickly at Matt.
"Nah, mom, these noises were like animals," Matt said, convinced there was 
some confusion.
"I know, Matt, you heard your father and I making love."
"No, Mom, they..." Matt shook his head. "No," he said.
After I had purchased Dr. Snyder's Beginner's Guide to the Birds and the 
Bees and read through it a few times, I called my son into the living room. This 
room could be distinguished from the family room by the fact that the furniture 
looked brand new and, except on special occasions, Jason and May were 
prohibited from entering it. Jason sat down on the sofa next to me and bounced 
a little. I could tell he was surprised at the cushion's firmness. I imagined him 
making plans to bounce on them the next time Kaitlin and I went out for dinner.
"Jason, do you know why I asked you in here?"
"Nah, Dad, why?"
"Well, your mother and I thought it was time you learned about some 
things." Jason stared at me with a look of concern; my ambiguity had alarmed 
him.
"... about some things that take place between a man and a woman," I said. " 
About sex." Jason's gaze now fell to the book on my lap.
"I thought we'd look at this together." I patted the cover of the book. "It's 
got some great diagrams."
We moved through the book, skipping only the chapter on menstruation. 
Jason behaved much as I had. He kept his eyes on the book and I could tell he 
was studying the drawings. When we finished, I asked him if he had any 
questions and told him that he could come to me and ask me anything, any 
time. He looked up at me and said, "Dad?"
"Yeah, Jay."
He lowered his head a bit. "What's a blow job?"
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I continued dating Kaitlin through my two years of grad school. She had 
started working straight out of college at an inner city school for exceptional 
students. Stafford loans loomed over her head, so she had little choice but to 
live at home with her parents and try to save as much money as she could. My 
parents and my scholarship had paid my way, so after a semester off I continued 
my studies. Spending most of the week apart was easier than we had both 
imagined. It took a little getting used to, but we both had our hands full, so the 
weekends came quickly.
The summer after I finished my graduate studies, I spent the first two weeks 
of August in Sea Isle with Kaitlin’s family. This was the fourth consecutive 
summer I had joined them; naturally I felt like one of the family, and they 
treated me as such. I shared the downstairs room at the end of the hall with 
Kaitlin's brother, Jimmy. I once joked about sharing a bedroom with Kaitlin 
and quickly learned from her father's expression that even joking about that was 
unacceptable. So for the two-week vacation Kaitlin and I were forced to resort 
to the wonders of the outdoors. The summer before we had attempted to make 
use of the back-seat of her car, but we quickly learned that, although there might 
have been leg room to seat three six-feet tall people comfortably, there wasn't 
enough room for two to have comfortable sex.
So, after a quiet seafood dinner for two we strolled along the beach, shoes in 
hand and blanket over my shoulder. It was a mild, breezy evening. Clouds 
moved quickly over head as our feet moved quickly towards our destination. 
The year before, we had found an area of the sand dunes that had been eroded 
further back than the areas surrounding it, creating a cove-like depression. The 
shadows cast by the surrounding dunes covered this spot in a blanket of 
darkness. When we had fust found the spot Kaitlin had gone over and laid 
down while I remained out on the beach to test its privacy. To be extra safe, 
Kaitlin employed the same precaution, this time. Her petite frame jogged over 
into the darkness carrying the blanket. I could see her head against the lights of 
the street beyond and then she was gone. I started moving towards her.
"Can you see me?" I heard her call from the darkness.
"No," I answered.
"What?" she called again. "What? I can't hear you." I remained silent as I 
moved towards the shadows. As I neared her and her figure came slowly into 
view she asked again, "Can you see me?"
"Kaitlin. I couldn't see you last year and..." That's all I got out. Her body 
had come into view and I saw she was naked.
"Come here, dummy," she said as she pulled me down onto the blanket.
That night I didn’t feel the cool breeze coming off the ocean until we lay 
there spent and sweaty. The clouds passed over us, carrying with them small 
windows into the night sky. Out over the ocean, the moon illuminated its 
celestial veil. I would say I'm a pretty happy man and that more often than not
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I'm more than contented with my life, but at that instant in my life I was 
overcome with what I can best describe as euphoria. Lying there under the 
majesty of the heavens next to the woman I loved with all my heart and would 
love for the rest of my life, I couldn't imagine a more perfect bliss. I moved 
Kaitlin off my chest and propped my head up on my elbow. I looked into her 
glassy eyes; a gap in the clouds passed over us and her eyes reflected the stars 
above. At that moment, I knew I would marry Kaitlin and we would grow old 
together, watching our kids and then our grandkids grow old. She blinked her 
eyes.
"What?" she said.
"Nothing," I said and leaned forward and kissed her.
The following day I drove to my parents home in northern New Jersey, 
feigning a sudden urgent family problem, and told them my plans. My mother 
kissed me, my father hugged me and patted my back. With my grandmother's 
engagement ring in my pocket I returned to Sea Isle, asked Kaitlin's father for 
his daughter's hand and then proposed to Kaitlin on the porch under the stars, 
kneeling on one knee. Two years later I stood next to Kaitlin propped up in a 
hospital bed, looking down upon the miniature head contained in the swaddle 
of blankets she held against her chest, waiting to hold my son for the first time.
Now, eight years later, (although it seems like only weeks) I have given my 
son his first sex talk. He acted much as I did when I received mine except, he 
wasn't afraid to ask questions, and I think that's a good sign. I assume he'll also 
react the same way I did, and I think that's good, too. That same euphoria that I 
felt on the beach that night I feel all the time now, when I pick up May or play 
catch with Jason or when I lie in bed with Kaitlin and talk about our day or 
when we make love and I think maybe by some stroke of luck she'll get pregnant 
again.
The Sunday following that Friday my family attended the 9:30 mass as usual. 
I had thought about playing sick to get out of it but I knew my mother wouldn't 
fall for it, not now. The instant we pushed through those large wooden doors 
■ everything seemed surreal. The lighting seemed to be extra bright and the 
incense extra strong. As we moved down the aisle, I could feel everyone's head 
turn towards me, as if the simple movement of twisting their necks sent tiny 
shock waves through the air, striking me as small gusts of wind. I kept my eyes 
on the back of my brother Matt in front of me and kept moving. We slid into 
our usual pew, two-thirds of the way up the right section. I genuflected, then 
sat. Straight in front of me, glaring, was the Holy Mother. The candles below 
her flickered as they felt my presence. Above the altar, Jesus hung his head in 
disappointment, unable to even look upon me.
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The opening hymn began, and the congregation rose. As the altar boys 
passed me carrying the cross, I had an idea. As penance, I would pay attention 
to the whole mass - both readings, the gospel and even the homily. This would 
show God that I meant well. I made it through the first reading but somewhere 
during the second reading from St. Paul to the Corinthians my mind started to 
stray. I looked up at the hanging lights and imagined swinging between them 
like Tarzan. If I got enough momentum going, I was sure I could even swing 
from the last light hanging before the altar and reach the crucifix- catch Jesus 
around the feet, use his nail to pull myself up, then push off of it and grab one of 
his arms, swing my legs up and around and I'd be sitting on Christ's shoulders 
ready to chicken-fight Satan himself. I smiled. The Gospel came and after 
much boring talk the Homily ended. Communion- my favorite part. My family 
got in line and I received Jesus. I held Him in my mouth until I got back to our 
pew ( I thought it rude to chew on Jesus while walking). I knelt up straight and 
tall and watched everyone proceeding towards the pastor. I saw a large man 
followed by a smaller frail-looking lady and thought, jeeze, they have sex; he 
must crush her. After a few children there was a short couple. I pictured them 
in the positions I had seen in the diagrams- his small body on top of hers, with 
his penis in her vagina. This made me almost laugh and I had to raise my 
folded hands to conceal my smile. Family after family moved slowly by and 
each pair of parents made me think, they have sexual intercourse - isn't he too 
tall, isn’t she too fat, how do they line up properly?
After Communion ended and we sat back I slipped my jean jacket on and 
began my closing ritual. When the tabernacle doors were closed, I buttoned my 
lowest button. When the pastor gave the final blessing, I buttoned the next one 
up. Then he dismissed us, and the closing hymn started. The pastor and the 
rest of the procession bowed, and I buttoned the last button on my jean jacket. 
As the procession made their slow progress towards the rear of the church I 
stood there, growing hot in my jacket, waiting to get outside and get home to 
play football.
JOSHUA KAESER
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Icebergs
On a dangerously sunny day,
In the warm kitchen of our lives,
You wonder, "Where am I going?"
And I suddenly stop 
Struck by the question 
Hidden beneath the question 
Then I ask myself -
How many people have been similarly struck 
By what always lies beneath 
What we surface-dwellers love - 
This water that is always warm 
And harmless up above.
Don't we know
That our lives are drowning and submerged 
And we are always only living 
On the tip of a melting iceberg?
"Can we swim deep
And live with the heaviness of the hurt?"
You wonder, "What are you talking about!"
As I realize I was thinking aloud
After, you remember where you are headed -
To the grocery store
To buy tomatoes, and maybe some lettuce.
As you leave, in solemn silence
I watch the door close in our last kitchen
And I sincerely hope
You are never again shipwrecked
By Fortune or Chance or Circumstance
O r made aware of what was our little life-dance
Through these halls unwaringly, uncaringly
And strike an iceberg
Unprepared
G e r a l d  G l o v e r
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The Bonsai Tree
Bonsai tree,
Fragile and green,
Withering in the wind,
Feeble tramp in wretched clothes, 
Lurking in the darkness.
Christopher Huynh
Haikus from my front lawn
# 5
Red bugs crawl like grains 
Sliding 'cross hot concrete steps 
O r ooze like blood drops
A. Raymond Bossert III
Haikus from my front lawn
# 6
A front step's sit chafes hands 
as from solid work, or prunes 
as if I just bathed
A. Raymond Bossert III
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The Flood
The tiny Girl-child -
small in so many ways,
yet larger than Herself somehow.
Tiny clouds danced behind Her, 
and on tiny clouds She tread.
Hair of stardust floated about 
eyes of black velvet 
that shone from Her face like 
onyx pools of tar.
And in these eyes She held secrets...
Her secrets,
the world's secrets;
an infinity of mysteries
that weighed them down;
until one day,
She held Her head in Her hands, 
and began to cry.
Tiny diamonds fell first; 
growing, growing, 
around the Fairy Child,
Until all the world stopped 
and watched as She wept.
Tiny pools became streams,
and streams turned to lakes,
until all were walking the bottom of
a deep ocean of
lies and loves,
rumors and truths -
And still She continued to cry.
Days turned to years.
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Years became centuries, 
and She found Herself alone.
All had long since drowned in 
Her sea,
unable to free themselves 
from the sight of Her innocence, 
and incapable of navigating 
the chaos to the surface.
So She remains -
a shred of purity amidst all that
is impure,
and suffocating,
and wrong...
Forever damned to walk 
the depths of Her tears, 
alone and beautiful.
Laura Marakowski
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City Nights
Listen to the darkness,
The cry of sirens
Sputtering of broken down cars
Trees shivering in the wind.
Feel the brisk breeze rushing around the corners
The steam vents warming the homeless
The worn down cracked cement of the sidewalks.
Turn your head to the smell of the street vendors
The sewer gas
The left over garbage.
Look out onto the luminescent glow of the skyline 
And watch the night life begin
Jonny Leong
El Canto Liturgico en la Ciudad  
(The Chant in the City)
La luz verde
Implores you to proceed 
La luz ambar
Warns you to reduce your speed 
La luz roja 
Tells you to stop.
At each asphalt intersection 
A street priest shouts his news:
'The closing of the dispensation nears, my sisters and 
brothers.
La gloria! La fama!
El Cielo! El reino celestial!
Those who lead others into captivity 
Will themselves be led into captivity.'
Twisting alleys in the garment district
Are the court of the homeless king and queen.
The street lamps throw a pale sheen 
Over a man draped in a plastic bag.
He leans his back against a brick wall,
Hissing the words of incessant, desperate murmurings: 
'Stop sleeping! Wake up!
It pleads with us,
'Awaken! Enlighten!'
At last, the night brings all of them a cloak,
And closes their eyelids with frost.
Tomorrow, the next day, or some day past,
Someone will have them filed as lost.
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Ser de came y hueso 
Is not to be human enough.
La realidad 
Is not reality enough.
Names on paper scraps are only ink
Without a connection to another person.
The wind blows and we try to listen
The air grows thin and cold while we hasten
To a career that is a job with no purpose.
Los obreros se desperfan
And perform their repetitious drills
In a rude, mechanical way.
II.
The bent cloud, a shade of gray disinterest,
Hunched above the building,
Drab and standing above the intersection of La Cruz y El 
Angel
As a monument of inner-city woes.
En los barrios bajos
There are vacant suites with fabulous views 
Of the filthy city,
The empty city.
IV.
La mera verdad 
La mera idea de la verdad 
Escapes between barbed wire fences 
At the ends of abstruse alleys.
Mas aca 
Mas aca
A la gran cantidad;
El inexistente obscuridad.
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With an option comes a chance. 
A chance increases your options 
And decreases your dependency. 
El sol es apagado 
On the apathetic man.
Light can only transcend
Into corners where it is welcomed.
V.
En el nombre del Padre
The scattered families wander
Y del Hijo
The children are gone
Y del Espirito Santo
There is a silence pregnant with meaning
I see a chapel by daylight,
And out of these branches a path.
Worship en el aire libre, away from the draughty church, 
For tomorrow is another day to throw a stone or to build a 
fire
(Under an overpass between graffiti pillars).
And there the crowd will gather
To softly speak their incantations
And add their voices to the air
While no one hears the closing of the dispensation.
Jeffrey Ren ye
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F a m ilia r
Eileen clicked her chipped, pink nails on the slick beige countertop. She sat 
straight up on a barstool in her kitchen, solitary in its cinnamon-scented array of 
homemade bread and fruit in handmade Amish baskets and bowls. She let a 
loud sigh escape pursed lips, trying to take her mind off the penetrating sound of 
the clock ticking away. John should be home soon, she thought as the second 
hand passed around and around.
She arched her back to alleviate the pressing the baby made inside her. She 
looked up along the counter for something to place in her fingers: a pair of 
scissors (in the first drawer on the left) or a pen (in the frosted glass penholder 
from Mexico on the microwave); just a little something to take her mind off the 
time, and John, who was late.
She saw his car smashed into a pole and the rain outside drenching his 
broken, bloodstained body. Policemen surrounded the site, and a false witness 
to the accident checked the body and stole his watch, a year-old Christmas 
present she’d given him. That watch was $259. Eileen blinked and covered up 
the nightmare, but still imagined herself alone with her unborn baby, trying to 
find some way of supporting herself. I  could be a waitress. John always said he 
never wanted her to work, that he wanted to be the one to take care of the 
family. Her mother had always hoped she’d marry rich. She clicked her nails 
and shifted her weight, her eyes lobbing back and forth from the clock to the 
floor to the countertop.
Eileen fought back the urge for a cigarette, a habit she’d stopped when she 
had met John four years ago, when she was 18 and fresh out of high school.
She opted instead for a sip of John’s Scotch, a small enough serving that John 
wouldn’t notice and wouldn’t get angry about. She’d had drinks before. This is 
okay. The doctors had said a small drink here and there wouldn’t hurt her baby. 
Her mother had said she drank all the time when she was pregnant with her -  
“doctors then didn’t know a damn thing about raising babies, honey, but I’m 
glad you’re okay,” her Mama said, in the voice of a woman who knew of her 
husband’s affairs and of her own strength in the face of poverty. She always 
said Eileen had it better than she ever did.
Eileen turned off the sound of her mother’s voice and instead saw herself in 
their bed later that night, wrapped warm in a burgundy comforter John’s 
decorator, “Kellie,” had suggested. She lay in a powder-blue satin slip (John’s 
favorite), alone and on her side, eyes wide in the glare of the streetlights 
descending through a crack in the blinds. As her eyes weakened from the desire 
to sleep, she felt John fall into bed beside her and throw his arm around her 
small, growing tummy, his suit in a state of disorder. His tie was undone and 
his shirttails hung out of his khakis as if they’d been forgotten in the passionate 
escape from someone else’s bed.
As she sat at the kitchen counter, looking blankly at the cluttered calendar 
full of John’s plans and arrangements, the pieces of paper holding vital
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information and the phone numbers pasted to the wall, she smelled the perfume. 
A tacky drugstore scent like the kind his lonely secretary probably wore. She 
saw the lipstick smear across his cheek; she smelled the breath that spoke of 
cheap beer and another woman’s cigarettes. I  can’t believe he’s not home yet. 
Eileen moved sideways in the chair, pulling away from her vision of John, who 
was then very late and should really have been home already.
She stood up a few minutes later, her brow furrowed slightly as if she were 
seeing something far off in the distance. She found carrots in the refrigerator 
and pulled them up from the bin and onto the cutting board. Bending over to 
reach them strained her back and put a disturbing pressure in her stomach.
How can John appreciate this?she thought, feeling the weight of her tummy 
with her entire body. She stripped off the outer “peel” of the carrot and cracked 
down hard to split it in two. She reached over and sipped her drink, feeling a 
twinge as it slid down her throat in a cool burn. She shut her eyes from the 
sound of the clock ticking. Too bad we ha ven ’t set up that stereo yet. Should 
tell John to do that soon. Music would be nice, a nice touch.
Eileen waited for John to open the door and throw his briefcase down, 
brandishing the news of having been “let go. ” She waited for the news that they 
would both have to look for jobs now. She waited for the phone call that said 
he’d been caught in an embezzlement scam at the firm. She let the thought of 
moving out of their new and comfortable home into a cramped, slum apartment 
take hold of her as she let the last of the alcohol slip into her blood. I  wish we 
had a cat, she thought, lonely. Perhaps she would mention the idea of a pet to 
John. Her Mama had let her have a cat when she was little.
She let the thought of no control pass into her momentary life. Her life, full 
of John’s arrangements. There’s a suitcase upstairs. I t’s in the closet. Her 
schedule of day-to-day at home, with an unborn child. Why can’t we have a 
cat? Her child, a baby who would be raised with every sense of order, so it 
would have no fear of losing control. John wants to name it after him. Where 
is he? A home with a pregnant woman, a woman with worn nail polish, 
waiting for the familiar slam of the front door and the swish of John’s overcoat 
against the pale beige sanitary walls.
J e n n ie  Ma s l o w
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Lilacs Spinning
With the dogwood pink 
I swing and swing on an old 
tire, hung from the weeping 
willow in grandmother's yard.
We're surrounded by flowering 
trees and old women sitting in the sun, 
closing their eyes, rocking aching 
bodies back and forth.
We laugh as you push me higher and the air 
spins me in dizzy circles.
The lilacs are blooming purple 
and white. I sneeze three times 
from sweet-smelling wind.
Grandma tells you to say God Bless,
but you keep laughing and I'm still spinning,
and she's been dead now for fourteen years.
But we bring them to her grave 
each May, the dogwood pink, 
forsythia yellow and lilac bloom.
Susan Chernesky
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M id-April Elegy 
(For Anna P. 1970-1988)
My sister's eyes mirrored winter—
The cinnamon on Christmas cookies,
Mixed with loose pine needles 
And bits of broken ornaments.
A kaleidoscope of December! Her lips 
Had a soul of their own, moving 
Even when she was asleep, until one morning 
They stiffened, dry, with an ashy tinge.
Her one hand was resting on her chest 
Where she concealed the secret of her illness.
Her other hand was squeezing
An orange pill bottle, still moist
With her sweat. Two oval plaster beads
Were found in her slipper— they refused to take part
In the murder. Deaf to my mother's shrieking,
I sucked on them in the corner. They
Gave me two hours of sleep. When I woke up,
The room was empty.
It's April now. Sun reels behind 
The linen curtain, seducing the violets 
On the windowsill. Pity, my sister's heart 
Came without a curtain. Oh, it should have 
Slept inside a snowdrift all year long,
Waking up only for Christmas cookies.
Marina J. Petrowski
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A u t u m n  P o o l
But now the dragon takes her away.
Six foot and panting, Michael left the Tin Man's Hardware store, rake in 
hand. Removing his tattered baseball cap, he saluted the eight-foot effigy of the 
owner constructed completely out of polished silver pails, buckets, nuts, bolts, 
and other supplies. In his one hand, the refulgent figure held a rake like 
Michael's, in the other a sign: "Fall Back to Yardwork." Michael mounted his 
ten-speed bike, and clumsily adjusted the weight of the rake under his right arm.
The front wheel wobbled as he pushed off from the store front and into the 
street.
Four-foot and sweating, the little boy sits in the garage delving his hands into 
a green Incredible Hulk toy chest. Hot breezes blow into the damp garage. The 
repeating spray of a sprinkler fires in the distance as well as the squeaking of a 
rusty handmower cutting down fresh grass.
"Mom says I can play, too," his sister says. Even smaller, her eyes half- 
covered by black bangs. She pulls at her fading Strawberry Shortcake tee-shirt.
The boy looks around. Where's Billy? Jack? Nobody outback. They've left 
him all alone. "Okay...here you go."
He hands her a Princess Leia action figure, its head glued on.
"Figures," she whines.
He pulls out a handful of rugged-looking heroes and a little sandwich baggie 
full of guns and swords and other weapons.
"What does she get?" 
"Nothing, she's a girl."
"Well, she had a gun in the movie," she squints with just one eye.
"Well, we're not playing Star Wars, Snotto."
She wipes her nose on her palm.
He sets up rubber monsters and a plastic knight. Though still shining brightly 
in his silver-foiled armor, the Knight is wobbly and must be held.
She wipes her hand on the gritty cement floor. "Can I be a monster, too?"
Do you want to see her? Go ahead, you can touch her.
She's your baby sister.
Now, things will be a little different. But Daddy and I  still love you very much. 
And we want you to help us with the baby. You 'll have to give us a hand taking 
care o f her, and we might ask you to do some more chores.
Don't forget that we'll always love you. You'll always be special. And you're her 
big brother, so you 'll have to protect her and guard her, and never fight because 
when you're older you'll be each other's friends when everyone else is gone.
But now the dragon takes her away.
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Michael tried to steady the rake, quickly twirling it so that the handle pointed 
forward. The teeth caught on a bush, and he cursed as the front wheel pulled up 
in the air. A car rushed by, with blackened windows. Michael pushed the rake 
against the hedge to straighten out. An old man on the sidewalk scowled at him, 
muttering, and a cluster of schoolgirls joined foreheads and laughed together.
"If Wend wants the damn pool cleaned, she should do it herself," Michael 
placed a foot down and wrenched the rake free.
Sighing, he kissed his wedding ring. "I didn't mean that."
He stood on the pedals and rode on down the street, scraping the occasional 
car door with the rake.
He looked around then sunk his head low between the collars of his blue 
jacket, "Damnit!"
"No you can't have a monster," he says, pulling a purple Skeletor out of her 
hand. "If you're going to be like that, you can just go play with your Barbies, or 
somethin'."
"Jeez, fine," she says looking down at the Princess Leia in her lap.
He takes his knight and stands it up next to her. "Hello, I'm Sir Lancelot."
"And I'm Princess Leia."
"You shouldn't be going through these woods all alone, Princess. It's very 
dangerous."
"Will you help me through?"
"Sure. Get on my horse...Uh-oh! Here comes a monster!"
Everyday you two get bigger. Now, I'll tell you what. Michael is in the third 
grade now. I  think you're more than old enough to walk yourself to school. I  
know the two o f you have been asking to walk on your own for quite awhile. 
Now, do you think you can handle taking your sister with you? It's a big 
responsibility. And I  want you to remember, always look both ways, never talk 
to strangers, and never get into a car with anyone. Understand? I f  anyone even 
tries to touch you, or offers you something, you run to a crossing guard and tell 
them. I  don't care i f  he offers you candy, ora Transformer, or a Barbie doll. You 
do not talk to strangers. A ll right?
But now the dragon takes her away.
As Michael turned the corner he imagined the pool. Already a blanket of 
brown and red leaves had knitted itself over the pale blue bottom. A mess. A 
real mess. Every time he went down there, he felt like a gravedigger. Alas poor 
Yorick, the whole business. He'd rather be back in the office looking at 
spreadsheets with Will.
Hopefully, it would be a boy. A real farmhand. Please, God, let it be a strong
boy.
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Was it a jinx to ask for the first one to be a boy?
He swerved back towards the curb, the bike jiggled; he heard a truck 
barreling behind him. For years, there had been “No-Truck Thru” signs 
throughout the neighborhood, until they opened the new ACME two blocks 
down. Why did they let them back on these streets? There were dozens of kids 
living around here.
The grimy truck lumbered past like the grey snout of some kind of sea 
serpent, billowing a vile grey smoke.
Michael coughed and swallowed, scratching his throat.
"He's a fire-breathing dragon, you should stay back," he produces a giant five 
headed winged dragon from behind the toy chest.
"I'll use the Force!"
"You can't use the Force. Princess Leia doesn’t have the Force."
"I bet she does."
"You don't know what you're talking about. Now stand back while I fight the 
dragon."
"What am I supposed to do while you fight the dragon?"
"I don't know. Hide. Run away."
"Well, Princess Leia isn't going to run away. Take that, dragon!"
"What do you think you're doing?"
"Slaying the dragon with this laser gun." Somehow she managed to put a 
laser gun in Leia's hand.
"Yeah, well, we'll see about that."
He flies the dragon down over her and grabs the Princess Leia. "Now you're 
my prisoner, and you have to wait in the dragon's dungeon until I save you."
There is nothing you or your sister can't be i f  you want. No one can hold you 
back or stop you, i f  you really want to be it. It's important for the two o f you to 
remember that. A nd your father and I  will be right behind, as long as we live. 
Whether you become doctors, lawyers, janitors, or even President o f the United 
States. Don 'tyou laugh, by the time your sister grows up, we might be ready for 
the first Lady President.
But now the dragon takes her away.
After cutting across this parking lot, he'd almost be home. Why'd they bother 
putting that pool in anyway? Just because it was a cornerhouse with a real yard 
didn’t mean they needed a real pool. Maybe he should have let the salesman 
talk him into buying a real tarp for it.
The lot, as well as many of its stores, was empty. Save a solitary long beige 
car with a shadowy driver. Sea gulls colonized a whole comer of the lot, a little 
white and grey puddle splashing on its own. Their yellow beaks rose and fell as 
they screeched. Two black crows knocked a gull from its perch on a tall lamp.
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The end of the parking lot shimmered in a watery mirage. A cold blast of wind 
pushed down; leaves swirled in a diminutive tornado across his path.
Why did they have to get a pool?
Up ahead, there was an aperture between stores which he aimed his tires at. 
But then his eyes were attracted by a red blob. "Dragon Fries!" a new oriental 
restaurant, had set up cardboard cutout of a red cartoon dragon on the sidewalk.
He squeezed the rake handle and drew it closer, burying the wooden pole 
under his arm.
"Die, die!" He yells as Sir Lancelot's lance stabs Cobra Commander in his 
hooded face. The day is very hot, but in the covered garage, the pale cement 
floor seems cool.
"This is boring," she sighs in the corner, scraping crayons across a My Little 
Pony coloring book. "I'm bored."
A sparrow hops into the garage and pecks at something crawling on the yard
hose.
"I've still got all these bad guys left," he waves a hand over a pile of toy 
warriors.
"This is going to take forever," she sighs. "I'll be an old lady before you save 
me."
"Aha! A whole pile of monsters over here!" And he pushes Lancelot and 
horse over to the pile of monsters. The sparrow flies away. "Happy now?"
Hello?Hello?Mrs. Weston? This is Mrs. Evans...yes, Joyce Evans. Oh, yes, m y 
mother's doing fine. Her leg. One second. Michael, you keep looking out the 
window. You aren't in trouble. We don't even know i f  anything is the matter 
yet. Now go on. I'm sorry. Oh, yes. We should, we should. Look, I  don't want 
to sound paranoid or anything, but I  was wondering i f  m y daughter was at your 
house.
But now the dragon takes her away.
His feet pressed down, jean-covered pistons as he lurched forward on his 
bicycle, gripping the rake like a dull lance. The dragon, with its wide comic grin, 
its round conjoined eyes, was waving him on with an innocuous looking claw. 
One hardly even noticed the flames at his feet. The rake shook. The teeth 
chattered behind him.
A little Oriental girl and her family ate at the window seat.
Michael pedaled faster.
He leveled his rake at the dragon's chest.
Some pigeons wobbled out of his way.
One of the patrons may have turned to look at him.
"Are you here yet?"
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"Yes, it is I, Sir Lancelot! Come, Princess, we shall escape!"
She puts her toy onto Lancelot's horse, but then the evil red dragon appears 
again, picking her up in mechanically-activated claws. "Not so fast, har, har, 
har!" He says in a crackly voice.
"Again?" she pouts.
He pulls Sir Lancelot from the horse and jumps him onto the dragon’s back. 
The terrible monster dodges his sword swings, and he hops out of the dragon’s 
mouth. He stabs the dragon's feet, but to no effect.
"Hurry!" she yells.
A huge bat-like wing knocks Sir Lancelot down and the dragon flies away 
with the princess. He runs into the backyard, his sister trailing him.
"Let me go, let me go!" she screams.
"Michael! Bring your sister in! Time for dinner!" their mother calls.
"But Princess Leia is kidnapped by the dragon!" the girl squeals.
"Don't talk back to me," their mother commands. "In. Now."
He looks down at her. "We have to go in."
She frowns.
"We'll finish tomorrow," he says. "And...I'll even let you be somebody else 
than Princess Leia."
"Can I be Han?"
"Maybe Luke."
They walk to the back door, he tosses the giant dragon (still clutching the 
Princess) into the toy chest.
I  can’t read anymore, John. Please, ju st come home. John, I  can't. I  can't. 
Please, John...
The police said they had no reason to suspect Koposki o f any 
involvement...Don't make me go on...Damn it, I  don't care how long it takes 
from Erie...
Neighbors had complained to Koposki concerning a terrible odor which 
Koposki told them was composting leaves. Oh, God. The body was uncovered 
in Koposki's pool in April by two neighborhood boys who were trying to earn 
money cleaning out neighbors 'pools. One o f the boys was...
Michael charged the dragon, felling it with the tip of his lance. It folded in 
half, and flew off his rake, gliding into the little whirlwind of leaves. He turned 
to watch it crash, scaring the sea gulls into flight. As the suited restaurant 
manager turned the corner and waved a fist, Michael tossed the rake aside. The 
teeth made a sound like metallic applause, and he cut across the avenue, 
careless of the braking cars.
A. Ra y m o n d  B o s s e r t  III
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Digital Crickets
Nurses chat while room curtains cough what could be their last. 
Wheeled beds creek as Zeniths shout for ears worn away. 
Standing on heaven's cliff, you look ready.
You're here but not and I can hear but not.
Only these digital crickets.
I was 8. Closed my eyes 
hoping I'd drift quickly.
Wake back to asphalt ramps, 
bellyflop splashes, and 
hammock boat piracy.
By the door.
Near the glass.
In the bed.
Cricket chorus fooling my senses.
An outdoor enemy not ready to call it a night.
10, 1 1,  12.
Green digits crawling.
Neighborhood resting.
My parents sleeping.
This cricket squeaking.
1, 1:30, 2.
Please stop squeaking.
I'm all alone.
I'm just a kid.
Sweating and you're squeaking.
2:15, 2:30, 2:45.
Haunting chirps.
I cry on cues.
My pj's damp.
Too scared to move.
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And then it changed.
Harassment
chirp
Compassion.
Hear me.
I am with you.
Hear me.
I sing to calm your fears.
Hear me.
Things will be better.
Hear me.
Here - me.
Do you feel these digital crickets brother?
You breathe they chirp.
You beat they chirp.
You struggle to struggle and they chirp.
ICU eerieness sprouts comfort.
I am not alone in this room.
Digital crickets assure.
Speak through beeps my brother.
Today is not goodnight.
Kevin Wildes
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Alive
Hold your Arms out 
Christ-like 
and look closely 
double check
The wiggling of your Fingers 
and shining shelled Nails 
suggest
something more than 
furniture or 
ribbon but more like 
wind or
that which moves cotton
and long tufts of manes
and sometimes Mansions and Mountains
and breathes fire into cornfields
and tennis courts
with design and
Full-Flowered Dignity.
The wiggling of your Fingers 
suggests you are as this 
and no less —
More than toy store dreams 
and animated screens of glass 
or puffs of Michigan smoke 
which is moved by the wind 
exiting your Lips 
With blossoming Dignity.
Kate M iller
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Bridge
I tried to stay a bit longer
in that dream, if that's what it was
where we were us
and a smile apart
toothy and real
with my nerdy laugh gasping
grasping for your air
as it was we were us.
Lying on our backs on the traffic lord bridge
We stared at the stars
and they basked in your attention
and the light of your eyes
And I remember feeling
happy that we were
as you were and we were and we were us 
in that alarm-ridden 
disconnected, re-attached 
patched-up, unlatched 
waking-up dream
I thought of it long after the stars were gone 
and we were too 
as we were us
and long gone into the night.
Kate Miller
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At high tide
At high tide 
I swallow 
at half mast 
I spit
you hung bulbous 
I laughed
-----drawing in-----
After all, Emily 
Dickinson was a recluse 
She sat in her room, alone 
like I am 
rolling the fag 
between my fingers 
cancer stick felatio 
the idea Purely 
Freudian, 
if you will.
Meghan B. McCracken
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D r u n k
I lay on the bed and stare at the stars. He’s got small galaxies on his walls 
and ceiling. They make me want to go outside, to look at the sky, to point at the 
heavens and wonder who’s really out there.
He’s at the stereo, hunched over, the glow from the black light turning his 
blond hair white and his skin black. I can see the muscles in his back pulled 
taut, the ones in his shoulders bunching as he changes the CDs. The stereo 
clicks and whirls and Pink Floyd fills the room.
He sits next to me on the bed, the mattress dipping under his weight, and 
touches my cheek with his fingertips. I close my eyes as his touch gently 
outlines my ear and tugs at the ends of my hair. I can feel my heart beating, my 
chest warming.
I’m drunk, intoxicated. I’m flying and falling. I’m out of control, reckless.
He leans closer to me and I feel his breath on my face. He smells like 
cigarettes and coffee, reminding me of someone or something from somewhere 
long ago. I think that maybe this awareness, this recognition and understanding 
is my own comfort, that it’s just him and no one else.
I remind myself that I am drunk, addicted, not knowing why my skin feels 
electric or why the air seems so thick, why it’s so hard to breath, to think, to 
function in this little space that is my life.
I remember him telling me once about a girl he had loved. His voice had 
been calm and deep, sometimes bitter, as he spoke. I think to myself that she 
was foolish, that she had given up her place in his life so I could take it.
Before this I knew he wouldn’t have kissed me, that he only would have 
gotten close enough to stand on the edge and look into the abyss, close enough 
to make me want to drink more. Now, though, he doesn’t just look but leaps.
I know that I could open my eyes or begin to talk, to say something, 
anything, that would kill this buzz. I choose not to, though. I choose to remain 
immobile, living inside this situation, this fragment of my life that isn’t really a 
fragment, this thing that is actually smaller than I think and bigger than it seems, 
this reality that is really surreal.
I remind myself again that I am drunk, and I think that just maybe I don’t 
ever want to be sober.
Na d in e  Me r k e l
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Exchange (3/2/98 )
His children, bickering, fighting,
Justify "he started it" 's 
a nontransferable currently 
and progressively being further 
removed from the simplest 
thought of Graciousness,
"We love, because He loved us first." 
and foremost too often in the 
Background music may perhaps 
shine through Prophets and Angels 
bring us the fire and the light 
of the ages and ages,
Time after time
I'm lost and I look and I do find Him and 
His true colors 
in a quintessential
Pretty Christian, Artemisian Beloved,
Who is like the Lord,
Increasing with Her smile the
Supplantation of my waning hope
with a waxing faith and grace
Until I am found
and we realize
"I am love"
is
Real.
Chris "Jumbo" Schimpf
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Black Diamond
Crossing over the Black Diamond Bridge 
was a feat teen-age boys of South Wilkes-Barre 
bragged about. Tracy and I knew our 
high school boyfriends had once raced bicycles 
like motorcycles over its wooden planks, 
as a short-cut to our side of the river.
On that July afternoon, as we walked along 
the levee by the railroad tracks, we thought 
to impress them by crossing over
Black Diamond, named for the coal 
company that had once owned the trains.
It was iron, but the wooden floor 
between the tracks was rotting.
The Susquehanna, muddy and shallow, 
barley moved one hundred feet below us 
and I swore I heard a train.
Someone's father passed us. His jogging 
suit matched the overcast sky's 
gray-blue and he said hey girls.
I balanced my shaking body on the track 
foot by foot by foot by foot, 
arms outreached, staring at the tall 
maple trees in the east.
Tracy asked, "Do you ever wonder why we 
do stupid things?" and I answered, "Not 
while we're doing them."
We were half way across when we 
started to run. Tracy's denim shorts 
and green sneakers a blur to me as I raced 
behind her, laughing out of fear and energy.
When we made it to their side, we collapsed 
like tired children, next to each other 
in the dandelions and long green grass.
And we took the long way home.
Susan Chernesky
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He Leans
He leans
to me moist pink slugs 
part
dripping blood from the raw 
flesh of undercooked meat
He kisses
me mucus drenched lips 
collide
Meghan B. McCracken
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Eros & Psyche
Big houses are no longer friendly 
When empty 
No longer subdued by 
The music and the whirling 
Tramp of multitudes 
They scorn the muted 
Step of solitary 
Stocking feet
She wakes up to a world of 
Soft whiteness and feels 
For the indentation in 
The pillow next to hers 
It's all she knows of him
She hurries to avoid the maids 
They seem to her extensions 
Of the house, come alive 
To set right what she 
Disturbs
Nothing can be out of place 
She doesn't talk to them 
They are hired, and fired 
By her husband 
She doesn't notice when their faces change
She watches the news in a silk bathrobe, 
It's about factories 
In Southeast Asia 
And little girls 
Who wear out their fingers 
Making clothes
Her own finger is long and white 
With a red painted nail 
That extends to click off the TV
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It made her sad
She looks out the window instead
She doesn't really miss him 
When he's gone 
The whole house feels like him 
She can feel his eyes looking down 
The hallways 
She feels the same 
When he's inside her 
As when she's driving 
The car, or using 
The blender,
It's an exchange 
This for that
She knows it's forbidden 
But she has a picture of him 
From a business magazine 
She barely recognizes the small 
Balding man in the fine tailored suit,
But the rigidness that his frame 
Hangs on, that comes out 
In the eyes and the clench of 
The hands, is familiar 
It's that she feels when 
He pulls her close 
In the darkness, and whispers 
"All this, 
all this is yours 
if you never ask my name 
all this you can enjoy 
if you never see my face 
all this you will possess 
if you never ask from where 
it came."
Nick Scorza
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Dream (ink on paper) 
Christopher Huynh
L ig h t
Jeremy's house was very old. It had a past, they said. For him, it was simply 
his home.
It stood two stories tall and was built into the side of a hill. He had never 
questioned the layout, and when he and his wife had gone to purchase the 
house, the keen realtor had them standing on a slight angle all the way from the 
base of the hill. They never knew it was off-kilter. Not until they bought it and 
things began sliding off tables. Pens, pencils. They could never fill a glass to the 
brim, and there were many brown stains in the shape of crescents on coffee 
tables and end tables. Little druidic runes, marking places of gathering. Jeremy 
called the building the leaning Tower of Lisa, in honor of his spouse.
Outside and inside, it was not much to look at. It had many old windows 
which did not properly close. Some of the white shingles appeared to have 
shaken loose and made occasional diagonals. Jeremy could never figure out if 
this made them more or less parallel to the earth. Inside, it was full of 
asymmetry and roundness. "Nature," said the realtor, "abides to no law of 
geometry. Local historians say this house was designed by a wealthy eccentric. 
He designed his house to have a 'natural architecture.' He despised right angles." 
There was a servant’s stairway in the back. The realtor showed it to Jeremy and 
Lisa, but briskly led them away before Lisa could ascend the stairs. Jeremy later 
learned he experienced an intense nausea halfway up the things, and had to 
walk sideways to avoid having his broad shoulders jam against the walls.
"How much," Jeremy had finally gotten down to business.
It was cheap. Very cheap.
Lisa's brother had once worked in realty. He had since quit to teach classes in 
Roman architecture...his fascination with it had always been his motivation for 
donning the yellow jacket, he joked.
Three weeks after they had looked at the house, Lisa hung up the phone in 
their apartment and said: "He couldn't find anything we couldn't fix for less than 
a thousand dollars."
In another three weeks it was theirs.
"So do you think it's really haunted?" Lisa asked while they lay on a broad 
bed, complete with posts and roof.
Jeremy rubbed a spot of dust from her nose, but merely smeared the spot 
wider.
"I ran into the nicest old man at the post office," she continued.
Jeremy stretched an arm across her belly.
"He said it really is haunted. Do you want to hear the story?"
He looked at her grin. He slid his hand away from her stomach and nodded. 
His hand felt warm.
"It goes way back to right before the Civil War. There had been a family 
living here...nobody remembers their name...and they were a quiet family. They 
only had one black servant, whom they apparently treated awfully
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well...considering the time period. They let her eat with them, and even 
educated her children...the husband had apparently been a schoolteacher before 
inheriting a huge sum of money. Anyway, they had six girls, but never a boy.
Six kids back then was a feat in and of itself, so the old guy said. Anyway, the 
wife gets pregnant one more time, and she really wants it to be a boy, because 
she's not sure how many more chances she'll get, and she knows her husband 
really wanted one...not because he told her 'mind you'...the old man said 'mind 
you,' I just think that's such a quaint expression..."
Jeremy touched Lisa's throat with his finger, but she continued.
"So anyway, she really wants a boy. Well, the story has it that the 
servant...and remember when they're telling this story...the story has it that this 
servant was a witch. So, of course, the wife tries to get the servant to help 
her...make sure its a boy. But when the woman gives birth, the baby, which is a 
boy, disappears in a week and is never heard from or seen again."
Jeremy rubbed just below her ear with his index finger and thumb.
Lisa half squinted.
"So why's that have anything to do with this house being haunted?" Jeremy 
gave in.
"Well, when the husband found out, he had the servant thrown out. Said 
she'd brought Satan into their house and out with the baby. So she laid a curse 
on the house."
Jeremy had placed his other hand on her belly again. "Really?"
"That's what the old man told me. Said she'd cursed the house with the spirit 
she'd used to give them a boy."
"What's that mean?" Jeremy tried rolling closer to her, but stopped as he cut 
circulation off in his arm.
"I don't know. But they say a lot of strange things happen here."
"I'm beginning to believe it," he said, struggling to get his hand free.
Lisa leaned over and kissed him on the back of the neck.
Jeremy and Lisa had had to move to the house to follow his job. He worked 
for the past five years for an auto parts company that had been bought out by a 
southern competitor. His new job offered a promotion and a chance to direct the 
construction of new facilities, but he'd have to move far from his Philadelphian 
apartment. Lisa, a veterinary nurse, would look for work. It was a mostly rural 
area and she was in fact excited about the idea of the move. She told Jeremy she 
had spent too long helping to remove cists from french poodles and was looking 
forward to helping what she had always considered real animals...horses, 
cows...things more aptly called beasts.
One early evening, Jeremy had been alone in what he had made his study...a 
small room with a single window and an old wooden desk with a roll top that 
came with the house. He was outlining a strategy on graph paper, neatly placing 
the characters one per square. It was six fifty nine and fifty nine seconds when 
he first noticed it...he only knew the time because he had turned to look at a
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clock on the wall. At first he thought it was nothing. Just light on a wall, he was 
used to that kind of thing. Cars passing by, reflecting light into the room. But 
this was different. He had felt alarm. But as he swiveled his eyes to look at it, it 
was pushed out of his field of vision and disappeared.
Jeremy and Lisa did not bring much with them. A television, three boxes of 
books, two closets of clothes, and various kitchen appliances. They had not even 
thought to bring some of the more basic necessities. In fact, on the first day, 
Jeremy had trapped himself in the bathroom while Lisa drove into town to buy 
toilet paper. They had slowly acquired more goods. When Lisa finally found a 
job in a neighboring town, a job that required a one and a half hour drive along 
dirt roads, the two of them found they had enough money to start filling their 
house with stuff. Nicknacks. Magazines. Additional telephones...they never had 
to go up and down stairs to get a call before. In the morning, they would swing 
open the doors of their respective cars and step in. Sometimes Lisa would give 
Jeremy a little honk. Then they would drive their separate ways.
A picture in the dining room always seemed to hang crooked. Or was it 
crooked? Jeremy was convinced the thing was shifting to the invisible force of 
gravity. With the natural slant, and the "natural" architecture, it was hard 
enough to determine when something was straight. Eventually, he and Lisa 
grew tired of trying to fix the thing and they let it hang.
"I saw the most beautiful horse today, Jer," Lisa said one night over a 
spaghetti dinner he made. "Beautiful. Gorgeous. Almost pure white."
"I was worried you'd hate the idea of moving down here," Jeremy said, 
rubbing his chin until Lisa did the same.
"Oh, and Dr. Vevay has such a way with the horses," she smiled. "It's like 
they can tell he wants to help them."
The tomato sauce tasted a bit too sugary to him. He wondered if he had 
made a mistake.
"I'm really getting used to things down here," she said.
"Something tastes funny about this sauce, don't eat it," Jeremy said grabbing 
a piece of bread.
"I think it’s fine.”
Jeremy and Lisa had never had so much space before. They had begun to 
lose things quite frequently. Earrings, pens, notebooks, wallets. The two of them 
went a whole week without watching television because the remote had been 
consumed into the deep nether regions of a new couch.
"That thing will make us rich if we ever make friends to invite over," Lisa 
said.
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One night, as Jeremy came home very late from a bar his new assistant had 
taken him to, he saw it again. He was quietly treading into the room, shoes in 
hand, slowly removing articles of clothing as he neared the bed. There, in the 
upper right-hand corner of the room was a light against the wall. It slowly 
moved down the nonlinear corner and then flashed across to the other side. 
Jeremy slid alongside the bed and slept.
"The guy came in who shot his cow last night," Lisa said as she slashed a 
potato into two uneven halves.
"A guy shot his cow?" asked Jeremy.
"Yeah. It got into his house."
"They shoot cows for that?" Jeremy laid his spoon in a pile of corn, which 
tumbled underneath.
"He thought it was a thief."
Sometime in December things had begun to accelerate. Decorations never 
stayed in place. Things were always falling down. Finally, when the Christmas 
tree was put up, the angel they used for the top branch, always hung at an odd 
angle, in an apparently unique direction from the slant which all the balls and 
figurines had. And Jeremy began to see the light on the wall far more often. Just 
after Christmas, he had begun to have suspicions. He would see the light within 
minutes of Lisa losing a watch, or car keys. He would hear the muffled jingle of 
a glass Christmas ball falling on carpet, and the corner of his eyes would catch 
something stirring. And of course, there was the bizarre occurrence on the living 
room table. Clothes catalogs would be found invariably open to pages of women 
in their underwear.
"Well, what do you need two-dimensions for, when you've got all three right 
here," Lisa winked at him once, picking up one of the catalogs.
At work, Jeremy began to anticipate the light on his wall. But when light 
passed through, it was in huge waves that travelled in long horizontal or vertical 
bars passing through his blinds. He quickly turned his head whenever he saw a 
moving mass of sun-bleached wall paper, and he feared people had noticed. He 
would swing his head back and forth, and tugged at the neck of his new Brooks 
Brothers shirt as if it were tight.
"Is anything wrong, Jer," Lisa asked one night as the two of them lay 
together.
His hand froze over the small of her back.
She wriggled closer to him, but he remained still.
It was gone, but how long had it been there, he wondered.
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When he heard Dr. Vevay on the answering machine, he knew something 
must have been wrong. But Dr. Vevay had not left a number. Lisa had stuck his 
pager number on a yellow post-it note on the side of the answering machine 
base, but it had long since blown away. Jeremy stood back. There it was just 
behind the antique telephone stand they had bought from a catalog. Within five 
minutes, he heard.
There were no more lights. Not for a long time. Things were always in their 
place. Jeremy felt lonely in that large house. What did he need two floors for?
At breakfast, he would run his fingers along the dark crescent moons. He had 
not gone to work for two weeks...he lay on the sofa hoping it would consume 
him like it had so many small artifacts.
One night, as he lay in bed unable to sleep and eyes stinging from 
dryness...there was the light over on the wall...it flickered for a moment...it 
slowly crept down the wall...he felt as if someone had punched him from the 
inside out...it oozed along the floor like a puddle of milk on their slanted kitchen 
floor... he lost sight of it as the edge of the bed blocked its path, but then... there it 
was, hanging on the edge of the bed by his right hand until it reached him, 
falling on his hand, and up his arm, across his chest and landing on his lips until 
he parted them and took it in his mouth.
A. Ra y m on d  Bo s s e r t  III
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The Grand Piano
Black as the dead of night,
White as the blinding snow,
I stood still, silent and cold, like death.
Suddenly, a surge ran through 
The essence of my very being,
Feeling power that was unforeseen.
At once, I felt rapid pounding 
In my grooved, fragile chest;
Compelled to be expressed in strange ways,
I detest.
Strange figures came from my outstretched mouth, 
Each unique in form and size;
And I began to hear sounds within and afar,
It cries.
Then, the terror ends abruptly.
Tranquility once more holds.
At rest until tomorrow?
Christopher Huynh
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Me Not Very Happy! (pencil) 
Eric Leong
Gwyn of Nod
Gwyn sits on his throne 
His throne of men's bones 
No peasants has he to rule 
Nor is his city full
Gwyn sits on his throne 
In the dark and alone 
He is a Lyndowen vampire 
Five hundred years in the empire
Gwyn sits on his throne 
Humming in his monotone 
The war was over long ago 
But left him feeling hollow
Gwyn sits on his throne 
Whispering shallow tones 
Dust is his old city 
Yet there is no pity
Gwyn sits on his throne 
Angry at the Crone 
No warning of his fall 
No help for him to call
Gwyn sits on his throne 
Knowing he is alone 
Cursed till he's dead 
From the men he led
Gwyn sits on his throne 
Looking at a stone 
Contemplating existence 
Offering no resistance
Gwyn sits on his throne 
Listening for the moans 
Waiting for his men 
And his life to end
Bob Lonergan
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Consciousness Falling
She stood alone, naked.
Desert sand blew around her, 
and a crown of tropical flowers 
floated about her hair.
At times she would dance, 
eyes closed,
arms undulating in the heat, 
and it looked as if 
she was meditating.
All was quiet,
though her movements suggested 
a music only she could h e a r- 
I imagined it was the angels 
whispering their secrets to her.
Other times she would lift up, 
hovering above the ground, 
her wings shuddering slightly 
in the desert breeze, 
as consciousness fell around her...
And I watched as if in a trance.
Existence would fly around her 
like tiny stars.
She would reach out and 
stroke it lightly with her fingertips, 
the last vestiges fading away 
in the swirling sand.
And as I watched, she caught fire.
An explosion of red and orange and yellow 
a light brighter than any imagined.
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It was so beautiful I had to look away,
to shield my burning eyes
and protect my flesh from the flames.
I looked back and she was gone -  
all that was left was a brilliant 
tropical flower.
Alone it sat on the desert sand,
The one proof that it hadn't been a dream.
She had taken existence with her.
Laura Marakowski
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Mocking The Fires
Waking up in the fresh linen sheets,
So delightfully cold, and neat, and mine,
I inspect the yesterday's cuts on my feet,
Hardly recalling how I got them, and smiling—
God, they heal quickly! It must be the young age.
In the afternoon's hearth 
I thank the bumps and pits in the road 
Which keep me from raising my eyes 
To the blinding sun.
The sweetest fruit I know
Is a green pear, hard and dry inside.
It doesn't attract any bees or wasps.
In the indigo twilight I wait 
Until the lark's throat dries up,
Until he runs out of songs and drags back
To his nest, until the flowers
Run out of their sugary breath and close.
Then it's safe to come out.
Deep in the night I wink at the moon 
That steals the ember from the tips 
Of my companion's hair, as we both 
Hide in the green eyelashes of the earth,
Mocking the fires in which we'll never burn.
Marina J. Petrowski
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The Sun is Drifting Now
The sun is drifting now 
Beneath the hospital
Where I am spraddled now. Its fire-luscious hull 
Has made a spreading bow,
And made me straightly see
How life is humbled at its blushed ubiquity.
In complicated suits 
My time on Earth is stitched
With half-chopped adages, and then again they're flitched
To fold a peeled jute
To thrust deep down the throats
Of slim receptacles that scatter in remote
Macaronic buildings
That keep to give me pause
For patchwork axioms that I have newly caused.
And other messy things 
Rebuke simplicity,
And that is why this sun restores my melody.
Its drop I freely follow,
Without the slightest pinch.
See how the even red upholds that purply finch,
And now some stars have wallowed,
Along with rippled clouds,
And swarthy atmosphere. Now crickets bleat so loud.
Alexander Groff
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